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                                      わャや りケやコヱ⇒⇒Βよゲ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒る                                          
                                   やΗケやキり ソゅガャや ユΒヤバわヤャ るョゅバャや 

                                る⇒⇒⇒ΑゴΒヤイルΙや る⇒⇒⇒ピヤャや ヶレヘャや ヮ⇒⇒⇒Βィヲわャや 

                        ュゅバヤャ メヱΕや ヶシやケギャや モダヘャや るΑゅヰル ラゅエわョや2019-2020  
 ザョゅガャや ブダャやس イルΙや るピヤャや ヶシやケギャや メゅイヨャやるΑゴΒヤ 

 れやキゲヘヨャや(س  ¬ヱゲボヨャや ゆゅバΒわシΙやس  ギハやヲボャやس  ヶよゅわムャや ゲΒらバわャやس )るゃイヰわャや 

                             ヶプ ラゅエわョΙや(5)    れゅエヘタ-    : るィケギャや40   -     :リョゴャやりギェやヱ るハゅシ 
るΒヤワΕや るΒよゲバャや サケやギヨャゅよ ソゅカ 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

Total Mark (40 Marks) 

I– Reading (20 Marks) 

)srkaMA) Vocabulary (8  

 

a- Choose the correct answer from a,b,c and d.     (4x2=8 Ms.)  
 

1- Visiting Failaka Island was an amazing ……………… that I will never forget.                  

    a- hero              b- dictionary           c- pride                  d- experience   

     

    2- We went on many ……………… trips to know about the history of Greece.  

    a- sparkling        b- sandy               c- touristic           d- colourful     

     

    3- The weather was beautiful, then it ……………… changed.       

         a- eagerly           b- suddenly          c- joyfully               d- delightedly  

      

     4- It is a small company that only ……………… four books a year.   

a- publishes         b- faints           c- decides             d- obeys      

 
20 
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 ァクヲヨル
るよゅィΗや 
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ラゅエわョや ヘャや るΑゅヰル ヴャヱΕや るΒシやケギャや りゲわ–  ザョゅガャや ブダャや– 2019-2020 –  るエヘダャやるΒルゅんャや 

 

B) Reading Comprehension (12 Marks) 
 

Read the following passage carefully, then answer the questions below: 
 

      Salem AlShab is a Saudi engineer in our neighbourhood. He travelled to 

many countries and places. He studied at a university in France. One summer 

day, when he was on his way to his work, he saw some poor people who did not 

have houses. They lived in the open air. He asked himself how he could help them 

out. Suddenly, he had an idea. He thought of the big land behind his house to 

give them the home they needed. As he did not have enough money, he started 

to collect it from the shops and the rich people in the city. All people were kind, 

helpful and offered him the money he asked for; no one said no to the idea. As 

an engineer, he began building the houses and many young people came to his 

help and did not ask for any money.  

 

 

     a- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: (4X2=8 Ms.)  

 

        1- The best title for the passage is:   

  a. A University in France                       b. The Rich People   

  c. A Home for the Poor                     d. The Lazy Engineer  

 

        2- The opposite  of the underlined word ”big“ in line 5 is: 

       a. small                                                 b. poor  

       c. old                                                d. kind 
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ラゅエわョや  ヴャヱΕや るΒシやケギャや りゲわヘャや るΑゅヰル–  ザョゅガャや ブダャや– 2019-2020 –  るエヘダャやるんャゅんャや 

 

        3- The underlined word “it” in line 7 refers to:  

     a. land                            b. money   

    c. home                          d. idea 

 

        4- In which country did Salem  study at the university ?  

       a. In Kuwait                                    b. In Saudi Arabia  

       c. In France                                                d. In  Syria 

 

      b- Answer the following questions.       (2X2=4 Ms.)  

 

 5- What was Salem’s helpful idea?  

      He gave the poor the land behind his house. 

    He built a house for the poor. 

    He collected money for the poor.  

    

  6- How was the weather when Salem saw the poor people?  

        It was hot because it was summer. 
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ラゅエわョや  ヴャヱΕや るΒシやケギャや りゲわヘャや るΑゅヰル–  ザョゅガャや ブダャや– 2019-2020 –  るエヘダャやるバよやゲャや 

   II– Writing (20 Marks) 

                     A) Grammar (6 Marks) 
 

a. Choose the correct answer from a, b, and c:    (3X2=6 Ms.) 
 

   Last week, I (go – goes – went)  to Al-Mubarkiya with my mother and I 

was very hungry. (So – But – Or), I ordered something to eat. My mother 

asked me, “Have you ever (eat – ate – eaten)  anything delicious like that 

before?”  I said, “No, of course, I haven’t.”                     

 
)arksM 10Writing ( –B                                   

 

“Today’s reader is tomorrow’s leader” 
 

       Fill in the graphic organizer. Then, use it to write a paragraph of five 

sentences about “Reading” with the help of the picture and the guidewords   
 

( hobby / book fair / library / storybook / information) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
20 

What your favourite hobby is 
 

………………………………………………………………… 

Where you get                 

your books from  

……………………………………………………
…………… 

What books you read  

 

……………………………………………………
…………… 

Where you usually read  

 

……………………………………………………
…………… 

Why you like reading  

 

……………………………………………………
…………… 
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ラゅエわョや  ヴャヱΕや るΒシやケギャや りゲわヘャや るΑゅヰル–  ザョゅガャや ブダャや– 9201-2020 –  るエヘダャやるジョゅガャや 
 

 

Reading  

 
      ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………………………………………. 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………………………….. 
 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………………………………………. 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b) Spelling (4 marks) 
         

           Write the missing word under each picture. (4X1=4 Ms.) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

               

 

                                  
 

  

      

         

              giant                 truck                       faint                      pot 

                                 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..  
るヤゃシΕや ろヰわルや 

GOOD LUCK 

Rubrics 

 2 Pre-writing techniques (Graphic organizer) 
 5 Exposition of ideas & number of sentences 
 1 Layout / Format 
 1 Grammar & Spelling 
 1 Punctuation &  Handwriting 
 10 Total 


